~ attached by way of explanation. He showed us that atcrypts in their possession and were lrreslstiblv drawn to
~ tached nature;
~aEati0ns of the papyri are given search for clues. The deciphe~ent of Egyp’~an was a
as Jos_ep___~ Smith s o~ and-not as Abraham’s. One of
problem which excited many of the ti~e. Brother
th-~-rn~-i~~i~i°g~~hiii~about the new Apocalypse ~shment hit it on ~e head ~hen he wrote "’it seems
that he (Joseph Smith) felt challenged by the papyri to
of Abraham, disco~,ered ih 1895, was that it ~s w~ien
n the first person. It starts out: I, Abraham, and so decipher ancient Egyptian.
This is more than a surmise. Among the Kirtland
forth. The same phenomenon marks our Book of Abraham, which begins: ’I, Abraham." But in the explan- papers we have some of Phelps’ independent attempts
ations to the cut, Abraham is in the third ~..erson, and at translation of the Bible. In Section 8 of the Doctrine
Brother Ashment has shown us oth~’-~i:~)~s for acand Covenants we learn how eager Oliver Cowdery
c~ting its detachment from t,h,e text of Abraham. It is was~one of that group~to get into the engravings of
~~c~t~v;~i~i~i~~tl~itar~’’ but’this shows Abraham onold records which are ancient. The instructions given
th~e~a~~i:~i~-~~6"h~6rtable ~[6~ii~hm~h~i~~h~6~~~hr~ Cowdery in the matter are extremely ~portant: he is
°~~~he pictures is to illustrate the.Abraham sto~; not to expect power to translate to come to him as a
they are beihg used "as su~h~°~i~e~~anne~ ~(~i~l~ gift, but must first study it out in his mind and only
hundreds of Egyptian autobiographies are illustrated, then must he ask if it be right--no guarantee of accepusing conventional scenes with minimal alteration; tance. This is the process we see going on in these
sometimes they use more, such as in the study I was
Egyptian exercises. They were studying it out in their
referring to from Germany; for example, they would own minds. They got a blind alley here and they imuse the reception scene again and again and again to
mediately dropped it. This is very important.
It is important also to note that the prophet had a
~.~Le~cribe to~ly different, event~.~t~Kp.!ace. That is,
them~iii-i them6i~th~sarri~; 15~t it is a different family, real interest in ancient languages, perfectly legitimate,
a different occurrence, on a different occasion for a difand studied them the hard way, but only after he had
ferent reason, and so forth--different things going on.
completed all of his inspired translations. Thus, he
So the Egyptians were much freer than we think.
studied Hebrew and German along with the brethren
This is a thing we overlook, too. We think of them just and looked about for a Greek teacher. But that lively
as the popular artists, dancers and so forth, have us
interest in ancient languages blossomed in Kirtland
thinking the Egyptian people always moving in pain- only after he finished his new translation of the Bible,
fully angular and strained positions; everything has to tra~nslati.’.~_the Book of Abraham at the same time---by
be at a forty-five degree angle or an Egyptian cannot do th~~ne ~ethod, incidentally. Greek and Hebrew dicanything. In the same way Egyptology has always con- tionaries and grammars were available for their studies,
fined Egyptian to a painfully limited scope of ideas and but what about Egyptian? They would have to make
expressions. But they were much freer than we think.
their own, exactly as the great Joseph Justus Scaliger
Incidentally, concerning the last thing Brother urges his students to make their own dictionaries and
Ashment said: It is a very good conclusion of what grammars of Greek, Latin, and more exotic languages.
went on. I have written material which is just a con- Joseph Smith’s translation of the Old Testament is one
tinuation of what he has told us. It goes along like this: thing, his Hebrew and German lessons from the wriBut was not Smith in on it? He was inde,e_d s~ar~.ing his ter’s great grandfather long after were something else.
ideas with others for both works~the Alphabet and
Likewise, his translation of the Book of Abraham was
Grammar ~nd the~ranslations (connected with it) were one thing while his discussions and speculations and
purely speculative and exploratory. How do we know intellectual flights with the brethren in Kirtland were
that? Because the five men participating each makes his
again something else. You mean they were interested
own contribution; no two of their interpretations are only in making a grammar? Well, that is the wildest
identical and the whole thing is quite fluid as Brother suggestion of all! Just look at the documents, Could
Ashment says, for corrections were made with the anyone possibly use them for anything? Just ~ it!It
Phelps manuscript,
has been wildly proclaimed that the grammar showed
The most ambitious version of the grammar, how Joseph did his translations--the precise modus
Phelps’ of course, ground to a halt after a single page, operendi. Let someone show us how the modus
His equally ambitious alphabet was given up after a operendi worked. To date no one has tried to turn the
key, understandably, since it will not fit into any lock,
page and a half, before the second letter was corn’
pleted. Then what is behind it? Obviously, they are
Aside from the wild nature of the stuff, we have
an alseen that it is not nearly enough alphabet and grammar
to dogrammar
what theyofsay
are---tolanguage,
produceNoth,
.....
ptryingh
abet and
thethey
Egyptian
to be of use to anyone. The point is that they were
ing said abo~t the translation o~ Abraham Their inter’ giving it the old college try Jose h Smith alwa s did
est
in such an ente~rise was perfectly leg~’timate and They were challenged to do it~ The Lord said "do your
.......
understandablei They had priceless Egyptian manus, besf" to Oliver C~dery; "you wanted to transl~t~

iEgyptology
has always
r tg a pdihfully
limif .dconfined
scope ofEgypt
iambs
and expressions.

you have to work on it first and then I will let you
know."
.
fii_nce hearing Brother Ashment I have to make
chang’4s--in what I have said already. Do I have to
~fi~"hi~y-~h~°ad and go hide or somethi~{g like that because I have been discredited? These things are being
! ~6h~d o~t~ill the fi~e. Th~ere are lots of things thdt
Brother Ashment pointed out that I should have
noticed; but I notice I could point out a lot of things
that he has not noticed.
But who can do all that stuff? We, like them, have
to do what we can, and certainly the main thing is to
you, Brother Ashment! That is all I will say for now.

Editors" Note
The preceding response has been printed as given at the 1979 Sunstone
Theological Symposium by Dr. Nibley. However, he wished to make some
additional comments and to clarify a couple of his points made earlier.
Therefore, some paragraphs were omitted from the oral response as gwen and
have been altered slightly for inclusion in this addendum. This was done
primarily for the purpose of elucidation, not for altering the position or point
of view. The following, then, constitutes a written addition to Dr. Nibley’s
response which we publish at his request.

The Sunstone Symposium on August 24-25, 1979
was not the time or place for a serious discussion of
things Egyptian. We ~ould have gone on for days arguing about what might have been contained in the
missing parts of the three Facimiles in the Book of Abraham, while ignoring the parts of the Facsimiles that
are not missing. In view of the enormous mass of
documentary material which Joseph Smith has put into
our hands for testing, this business of going far out of
the way to dig up l~ighly dubious information is inexcusable.
The two rules to follow here are 1) to ask the right
questions, and 2) to keep looking. What is the one
question which the Book 6~ Abrah0~n confronts us with
before all others? Simply this: Isit a true hist~? I ~elieve th~:..iL~is, and h~ve al~a~s BelI~~C[ it.~~i-~m
b~ed~~-~ther people believe thdt it is not, and have
always believed that: they have never been able to take
the question seriously, let alone look for an answer. So
there is a deadlock~we can stop there. But if either
side from idle curiosity should feel inclined to step
away from square one, the Big Question must be broken up into little questions that are easier to handle.
For example, at present some non-LDS scholars are
taking very seriously such questions as, Is there anything to the proposition [suggested long after J.S. published it] that Abraham wrote an autobiography in
Egypt or under very strong Egyptian influence? Are the
Testament of Abraham and the Apocalypse of Ab-

raham attempts (cir. the 1C A.D.) to reproduce the autobiography? Was it originally illustrated by vignettes
from the Egyptian Book of the Dead? Believe it or not,
all these questions are being answered in the affirmative today by serious students. Has anyone noticed that
the first appearance in English of the Apocalypse of
Abraham, i~ the same yedr it was rend(~red 6~; Bonwetsch into German, was in the pages of the Improvement Era, with due notice of resemblances to the
Book of Abraham?
Egyptologists, even more than other scientists,
have always lived in a world of invidious comparison,
every one of them concerned first and foremost with
the impression he is making on others. Moreover, because very few people study Egyptian, which is not
even written in a decent alphabet but with mysterious
little pictures, it has always been easy for students of
the subject to bamboozle the public. With Joseph
Smith, they have had a field-day, never being required
to produce any evidence beyond their credentials.
So to our point number two: keep looking! One eminent Egyptologist objected that the idea of the hawk as
a messenger, "the angel of the Lord" in Facsimile No.
1, was alien to the Egyptians. Just as he made that
statement an article appeared in the Zeitschrift fur
Aegyptische Sprache on the subject of the Hawk as a
;Messenger in Egyptian traditioh. Again, competent
EGYPTOLOGISTS PROTESTED THAT nothing is
known of an Egyptian interpretation to match that
given for Fig. 4 on Fac. 2: l) Raukeeyang expanse or
firmament of the heavens, 2) a numerical figure...
signifying 1000, 3) functioning in the measure of time
in the cycles of the universe. A trip to the Woerterbuch
III, 230, would have shown the word, written with the
ship symbol 1) called "its soul is a thousand fold,"
2) measuring the passing of time at the New Year, and
3) representing the expanse of the starry heavens. Of
these things and much, much more we speak in what
we hope is a fprth~orni~gab,..99~.~.
If there is~a pb~~ib~ility that the Book of Abraham is
authentic, then there is something seriously missing in
ou~,.~kno~.e_.~ge~,gf..t~e Egyptians. The latt(J’r possibility
~has aI~ays haunted Eg~t016~sts and intrigued the
public.
The Egyptian Abbaton has always had an irresistible fascination for any who have come in sight of it,
inviting the wildest excesses of speculation. To put
Egyptology on a sound footing it was felt necessary to
call a halt to this sort of thing: The Ermans and the
Gardiners shut the door with a resounding bang. Unfortunately, in so doing they also locked themselves
out of the temple, and threw away the key. How can
we expect a science to make progress when the inviolable rule of research is to limit all inquiry to what we
already know? Is it any wonder they have so little to
teach us?
HUGH NIBLEY
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